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TeleTech@Home
FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES ARE CREATING 
OPPORTUNITIES IN CUSTOMER CARE

TeleTech@Home is a virtual workforce delivery model that provides access to our secure, 
proprietary technology, a well-educated, highly specialized, and flexible workforce and industry 
leading learning innovation solutions. This comprehensive solution is designed to address even 
the most complex customer interaction requirements by helping brands manage the relationship 
between people, process, and technology. TeleTech@Home can be rapidly deployed, and the 
added staffing flexibility comes with the same levels of management accessibility and control as a 
conventional contact center, but at a comparatively lower overall cost.

The TeleTech@Home solution can be implemented as a pure-play or blended approach to help 
solve a myriad of customer care challenges, including:

• Fluctuating call volumes

• High spikes in seasonal demand

• Inabilities to deliver differentiated experiences

• High on-shore customer care costs

Strategic capabilities and services
TeleTech@Home delivers secure work-at-home technology with highly skilled and trained 
associates. Key features include:

Talent Acquisition: Our proprietary MatchPoint Talent Acquisition methodologies leverage the 
largest talent pool in the industry, and are positioned to recruit talent without geographic restrictions. 
We specifically target digital hiring portals and recruiting sites in order to target brand experts.

Secure Connected Technology Platform: TeleTech@Home is delivered on a secure,  
PCI-compliant platform. The local system is scanned at login to ensure it is up to date with the 
patches and security software that protect against keystroke loggers, spyware and viruses.  
A security policy is also placed on the local machine to control associates’ ability to save files or 
access printers, media drives or other peripherals.  

Workforce Management and Planning: TeleTech@Home can quickly bridge staffing needs 
without incurring extra hours or requiring the lead time necessary to graduate new hire classes.  
Staffing up (or down) can be accomplished quickly, resulting in up to a 150 percent increase in 
staffing by adjusting hours or existing FTE.  

With TeleTech@Home, 
companies benefit from 

increased operational 
efficiency, reduced 
costs, and higher  

service quality.
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Simulated Learning: MatchPoint Service Simulation is an interactive assessment that embeds 
the TeleTech@Home associate in a realistic interaction contact center environment. Associates 
listen to incoming calls and respond to questions posed by the customer using on-screen tabs 
and menus. Associates apply tools, goals and critical thinking skills in realistic call simulations, and 
receive feedback from training and quality personnel.

Coaching and Development: Every associate, team lead and manager has a weekly 
collaborative coaching session with their leader. Strong emphasis is placed on specific behaviors 
that lead to success and help to quickly move new associates from learner to performer status.  
By using automated tools, a leader can quickly identify areas of improvement and success and use 
these as a basis for each session.

Why TeleTech?
We help leading brands deliver excellence at every moment of truth in the customer journey 
and we’ve done it across industries and geographies for over 30 years. Our depth and breadth of 
experience has brought us a deep understanding of the customer experience and how to make it 
better. We bring that experience to bear for our clients through over 35 million transactions daily.  
With our TeleTech@Home solutions:

• Costs are controlled with scalable solutions that align workforce with daily volume.

• Complex interactions are managed over multiple channels.

• Licensed associates for specialized needs are trained and deployed quickly.

• Our innovations in training and social knowledge management drive better engagement – 
both within the company and throughout your customer base.

Contact Us 
1.800.TELETECH 
+1.303.397.8100 (outside the U.S.) 
teletech.com

02264  7-17

Utilizing  
TeleTech@Home,  
clients achieve a 

cost-effective, highly-
efficient, distributed 

support model 
either through a 

standalone solution 
or to complement 

their existing                          
support structure.


